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Questions to answer throughout the day:
• What is the market doing?
• What is the market trying to do?
• How well is it getting it done? Elephant Stomps/TINYS

06:30:25 AM
SP open Range 34 – 34.7
Paper two sided off open/ No read on locals
07:00:22 AM
08:00:52 AM
09:00:22 AM
10:00 AM ← Totally missed.  How and where was my brain.
11:01:10 AM
12:00:27 PM
01:00:19 PM
CC: Big Paper Buyers on CC/ locals remain short
02:31:16 PM

Day is done. Even with a full nights sleep didn't feel like I was seeing the market clearly; although
with today's chop there really was not that much to see.
Have to update my daily checklist to include video capture. I totally forgot to do a video capture of my
trade. I think will need Entry, Exit, and updates for video captures. That way I will be able to know
exactly where my head was at in a trade and what the trade looked like real time.
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My one trade of the day. Held onto for twenty mins and decided against waiting for a reversal against
me that never came. Market just seemed to much like may chop higher today.
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Chart Courtesy of: Ben Lichtenstein WWW.TradersAudio.COM
Screenshow MarketCast Think or Swim by TDAmeritrade

What I did well today:
- I managed to pull the trigger and get out of one trade.
- I did spot a chop trend for the day.

What could I have done better:
– I am still pulling out of trades only to have them go more in my direction after exiting the trade.

I could in the future use my video journal to help keep me in trades and review my original stop
and targets along the way.

– Take more time in the trade

What will I do tomorrow to make things better:
– I will be sure to get enough sleep.
– Tomorrow is a unique day so will have to use Automatic Trade Management for entries.
– Today I will spend some more time learning my C# programming so that I will better

understand the dynamics of my Ninja Trader Trading Platform.
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